Given the ever-growing diversity in today’s schools, we as educators should all be working towards becoming antiracist — both generally and in our language classrooms. In this workshop, we will cover four foundational ideas and practices for becoming an antiracist educator. First, we will establish the mindset needed for antiracist work; second, we will work on situating ourselves within the system by identifying our own biases and privileges; third, we will cast a critical gaze on the system in which we work by identifying oppressive policies and practices that permeate our schools; and last, we will discuss culturally-responsive teaching as a concrete framework to adopt in our language teaching practice, its link to antiracism and brainstorm what that might look like. Participants will be invited to reflect individually, share their ideas, and discuss any questions they have through small and large group work. This session will be bilingual. Attendees can speak in the language of their choice.
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